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Digital technology is gaining momentum in the classroom. The
COVID-19 crisis has pushed us towards online learning and sped
up the incorporation of technologies and new forms of teaching in
the classroom. For educators to fully benefit from this, they must
first acquire – and maintain – a specific set of digital competences.

Online course: Fostering
Life Competences through
Education

The past year and a half confirmed
that teachers’ pedagogical digital
competence is not set in stone. On
the contrary, the ability to plan and
to
apply
technology-assisted
teaching has to be revised and
reevaluated
regularly.
Digital
education
expert
Lidija
Kralj
addressed the topic of agile
pedagogical competence.
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stakeholders up to speed with
new content, activities and
developments of the School
Education Gateway.
Contact: Sonia Curzel
communication officer for SEG,
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There are many projects and tools that
have teachers’ digital competence at
their core. Read all about the DiCTE
(Digital
Competence
in
Teacher
Education) project, which helped newly
qualified student teachers to integrate
ICT into the classroom; the Learning Path
project,
based
on
the
European
Framework for the Digital Competence of
Educators; and the SMART-MT project,
which focused specifically on improving
the digital skills of Mathematics teachers.
Another project whose goal is to
support
the
development
of
teachers’ digital skill set is EdComix,
funded by Erasmus+. From using
and creating digital resources to
supporting distance and digital
learning, discover the ways in which
they aim at addressing the issue!
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Webinar: Building SchoolBased Learning Communities
for MOOC-Based Learning

On School Education Gateway, we have prepared a few
professional development opportunities for you to join:

1) MOOC on Addressing the Global Climate Crisis in
your Classroom – 2021 Edition
The School Education Gateway’s MOOC will help you understand the scientific
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evidence behind the climate crisis and how to address the topic with your
students. Enrol today as the course starts on 8 November!

Video selection of
this month
New online reading skills: how schools
can tackle information disorder –
webinar recording
If you missed the webinar on “New
online reading skills: how schools can
tackle information disorder”, you can
watch it here! Listen to our expert
present the latest research in the field,
and learn how teachers can deal with
information disorder in the classroom.

2) Online course: Fostering Life Competences through
Education
As an educator, you’d like to offer your pupils a better world and a bright future,
but unfortunately that’s not always in your hands. What can you do? Register now
for the new free online course starting on 22 November and learn how you can
equip your students with competences to adapt and thrive in a changing,
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challenging world.

Survey on action
research in classrooms

3) Webinar on Digital
technologies for climate action
in the classroom
The webinar on 19 November (16h CET)
will be a precious opportunity to discover
how digital tools can support active
teachers and students across Europe in
understanding and mitigating the
negative effects of climate change.
Special emphasis will be placed on
teaching strategies aimed at boosting
student participation and engagement
in activities related to climate change.
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4) Webinar: Building SchoolBased Learning Communities
for MOOC-Based Learning
Building
a
school-based
learning
community to support colleagues with a
flexible professional development offer is
possible. Get inspired by some practical
examples and take your first step to set
up your local study group! Join the
webinar on Monday, 15 November at
16:00 CET.

Action research in classrooms is a helpful
tool in teacher’s professional development
(Tripp, 2005). It is specifically targeted at
teachers who want to reflect on their
work, solve problems and come up with
evidence-based improvements for their
own professional practices. You can share
your views on the topic in a short,
multilingual survey by 21 November 2021.
The results will be published on School
Education Gateway.
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